
AOur thoughts have the ability to shape our actions and communication. Negative self-talk spurs doubt and fear

which in turn makes it difficult for athletes to remain motivated, focused, and ready to give their all. Help athletes

acknowledge that these thoughts are normal, but reinforce that negative thoughts should not control their actions.

Counter negative self-talk with positive affirmation statements. Remind athletes how they have prepared for this

challenge in practices. Encourage athletes to draw from past successes in similar situations to build confidence.

Refocus on the task at hand: what is most important at this moment and what actions can I take to achieve my

goals? Practice cueing athletes with simple key phrases that relate back to the technical or tactical need of the

moment such as “head and hands low” or “drive through the finish.” Help athletes identify their own physical cues

such as touching the mat to remind themselves to maintain good defensive position or verbal cues such as “run to

the finish” on a takedown. 
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Reach out to local media to share about your club , success of athletes, growth of women's numbers
Host a family fitness night in which you introduce wrestling to your athlete's parents and siblings
Send or deliver a small gift to each of your athletes such as a t-shirt, workout equipment, or free
guest pass for practice
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REINFORCING SKILLS
Learning new skills takes time and repetition.  Finding ways to include additional practice of new skills throughout

your training session can help your athletes acquire new skills more quickly over time.  It 's also a great way to shake

up the monotony of practice by using a variety of games, drills, and exercises throughout the season.  Below you 'll

see some ideas on how to include this week 's technique of penetration steps and lines of defense into a practice,

but we encourage you and your athletes to come up with new creative ideas as well!


